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LOCALIZATION OF LIGHT IN ONE DIMENSIONAL RANDOMLY
DISORDERED DIELECTRIC MEDIUM

K. Balaji, M.A.
Western Michigan University, 1992
The

concept

of

localization

of

electrons

in

semiconductors has been known ever since the 1960s when
P. W. Anderson and N. F. Mott made detailed investiga
tions on the properties of alloys.
last decade, however,

At the end of the

physicists started looking for

localization of light and acoustic waves in disordered
systems.

Localization is a property which arises for all

wavelike excitations in disordered media.
In this study we analyze the localization of light
in one dimensional randomly disordered dielectric medium
using computer simulation (numerical integration method)
technique.

The results obtained by this computer simula

tion clearly indicate that the transportation of light in
one dimensional random disordered dielectric medium is
effectively halted.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning of scientific inquiry the nature
of light has played a vital role in our understanding of
the physical world. Physicists have marveled at the dual
nature

of

harnessed

light as both
the

remarkable

corpuscle

and wave;

coherent properties

we
of

have
light

through the use of lasers; and the quantum mechanics of the
interaction of photons with matter continue to provide
fascinating avenues of basic research.

In essence,

any

alteration of electromagnetism, the fundamental interaction
governing atomic, molecular and condensed matter physics,
will lead to fundamentally new phenomena in all these
areas.

In

discovered

this

thesis

phenomenon

we

will

of photon

look

at

the

localization

recently
of

light

moving in a disordered medium.
By going through a recent series of articles in
Physics Today one

can find a very interesting explanation

for the new phenomenon of photonic

localization (John,

1991). The very essence of the phenomenon of
localization
propagating in

is

coherent

a

randomly

backscattering
disordered

(Al'tshuler & Lee, 1988). At a point

photonic

of

photons

dielectric medium

when

the

mean

free

1
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path

for

photon

propagating

in

a disordered medium

becomes of order of the wave length of incident light

the

coherently scattered photons within the dielectric medium
are transformed from extended wave functions with mean free
path (£) to localized wave functions, having wave functions
which decays exponentially from point to point in space
(Levi, 1991). This very interesting phenomenon is studied
in this thesis for one dimensional randomly disordered
dielectric medium.
In this thesis we are to study the new property of
photon

localization

in

disordered

dielectric

medium.

Before, however, going into photon localization let us look
into

the well

established

theory

of

the

localization

phenomenon as it was originally found in the study of
electron localization in disordered solids.
introduce the

concept

of localization

This will

and give

a few

definitions related to it and then we shall return to a
discussion

of

localization

in

the

context

of

photon

excitations.
The electron wave function in a random potential may
be profoundly altered from those found in pure crystalline
or weak disordered crystalline material if the randomness
is sufficiently strong. The traditional view has been that
scattering by the random potential causes the Bloch waves
to lose phase coherence on the length scale of the mean
free path

(£) . Nevertheless,

the wave function remains
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extended throughout the sample. Anderson in 1958 pointed
out that if the disorder (Anderson, 1958) is very
the

wave

function may

envelope of the wave

become

localized,

in

strong,

that

the

function decays exponentially from

point to point in space, i.e.,
|i|r (r ) | = e x p ( | r - r 0 | / O

and

(1.1)

£ is the localization length. This is called Anderson

localization which is illustrated in Figure 1.
Electrons

in

a

pure

crystalline

solid

produce

electrical conductivity by a constructive interference of
various scattering trajectories. The wave nature of the
electron gives rise to allowed energy bands

and forbidden

gaps for its motion in the solid and the gaps account for
the common band theory of conductors, semiconductors and
insulators.

Disorder in the crystal hinders electrical

conductivity

(Webb & Washburn,

1988)

giving rise to a

resistivity,

and for some energies the electronic wave

functions are localized in space by the disorders. Thus
electronic

wave

functions

which

become

localized

in

disordered crystals will lead to insulating (Non-transport)
behavior even in the absence of band gaps and thus account
for a new mechanism

(aside from band theory)

for the

creation of insulating materials.
It is easy to understand localization if we go to
very strong disorder; then a zeroth-order description of

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1.

Typical Wave function of (a) Extended
State With Mean Free Path £ ; (b)
Localized State With Localization Length
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the eigenstates of the system would be

bound states or a

localized orbitals bound by deep fluctuations in the random
potential. We could then consider the admixture between
different orbitals as a perturbation. The main point is
that such an admixture will not produce an extended state
composed

of

linear

combinations

of

infinitely

many

localized orbitals. The reason for this is that orbitals
that are nearby in space,

so that the wave

functions

overlap significantly, are in general very different in
energy, so that the admixture of the wave functions is
small

because

of the

large energy denominator

in the

perturbation expansion. On the other hand, states that are
nearly degenerate are in general very

far apart in space,

so that the overlap is exponentially small. Thus, in the
strongly disordered limit, the wave function will be (Lee
& Ramakrishnan, 1985) exponentially localized. Indeed, it
is easier to establish the existence of localized states in
system with strong disorder than to establish the existence
of extended ones. For weaker disorder localization can be
explained

in

particles and

terms of

the

difference between the way

waves diffuse through a random medium.

We

now turn to a discussion in this limit.
An electron in a disordered medium propagates by
means of a random-walk process in which the length of each
random step is given by
path

£. In

Figure

theclassical transport mean-free
2a possible path is drawn forthe
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diffusion of an electron which starts from some origin
point in the crystal and returns to that same origin point
(Al'tshuler & Lee, 1988). For classical diffusion along
this path one has an identical probability for the electron
to propagate on the path in each of the two opposite
directions for moving on the path. The two probabilities
add up and contribute to the total probability of l/[4llDt].
Since the electrons have wave-like character,
reality one has to consider two partial waves

in

of the

electron which propagate in opposite directions on the
indicated path. Returning to the origin, however, their
amplitudes

add,

instead

of

their

intensities.

The

amplitudes A'and A" are equal because their partial waves
propagated on the same path in opposite directions. As long
as the system shows time reversal the two partial waves
arrive at the origin in phase and with the same amplitude.
Therefore the intensity or probability is twice as large as
in the classical diffusion problem, i.e., l/[2llDt]. For the
diffusion to any other point except the vicinity of the
origin the different partial waves are generally incoherent
and only their intensities add, there is only a small
reduction to compensate the increased intensity at the
origin.

In

Figure 3 the classical and

the quantum

diffusion probabilities are plotted qualitatively.

The

dashed peak in quantum diffusion at the origin describes a
tendency

to remain at

or return to the

origin.

This
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7

10

A Random-walk Process of an Electron
in a Disordered Medium.

4 TT Dtp (r ,t)

Figure 2.

r
j Dt
Figure 3.

Classical and Quantum Diffusion
Probabilities.
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behavior is a precursor of localization and it is known as
weak localization. It is responsible for the creation of
localized electronic states in systems with weak disorder.
As

mentioned

above,

in

weak

localization

the

probability of the electron returning to the origin is
twice as large as in the classical diffusion. This large
probability of returning to the origin makes the electronic
waves more easily become confined to a finite region of
space

(even

for

a

system

which

does

not

have

deep

fluctuation which bind the induced electron states) than a
classical particle. Whereas classical particles can easily
jump off from the shallow potential well of the weak
disordered medium, quantum particles are become confined to
these regions by phase coherence.
Let us look into the phenomenon of localization
taking place in (Lee & Ramakrishnan, 1985) three, two and
one dimensions. In three dimension bulk solids one can see
three distinct regions as a function of energy. At low
energies we expect to find the states deep in the band
tails and the

states are formed from localized orbitals

bound in deep potential fluctuation, hence at low energies
the states are localized. On the other hand, states in the
center of the band have the best chance of remaining
extended. For the intermediate energies, i.e., between the
localized and extended state energy regions, the critical
energy at which the

change of extended to the localized
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states takes place is called the mobility edge

(Mott,

1974) . It is so named because, if the Fermi energy lies in
a region of localized state below the mobility edge, the
conductivity at zero temperature would vanish, whereas
extended states above the mobility edge

give rise to a

finite zero temperature conductivity. Thus the mobility
edge marks the transition between a metal and an insulator.
This is schematically illustrated in Figure 4.

E

Ec

Figure 4. Schematic Illustration of the Mobility
Edge Ec, Which Markes the Transition
Between Metal and an Insulator.
In

two

dimensions

(planes)

and one dimensions

(chain polymers), on the other hand, at arbitrary weak
disorder, the states are always localized; this is because
of the difference in the diffusion of particles and waves
through a random medium. In the case of weak disorder the
potential wells are shallow so that the classical particles
can pop out and travel infinite distance, but the waves get
confined by phase coherence to a finite region and are
always

localized.

Thus rigorously in

one

and two
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dimensions all the states are localized for arbitrarily
weak random disorder.
Once this behavior of localization of electrons in a
random

medium

was

recognized

as

essentially

a

wave

phenomenon, researchers began to look for its occurrence in
electromagnetic and even acoustic waves.

The optic and

acoustic systems do not have the strong correlation of
electron systems and this makes them easier to study. In
general, if the electrons on two different atoms are kept
at a large distance apart they do not interact with each
other, but when the atoms are brought close to each other
their electrons interact with each other and their ions
strongly. This electron-electron,

electron-ion scattering

can cause a conductor-insulator transition (Mott & Davis,
1971) in a system composed of a large number of such atoms.
This

transition which

occurs

in both

crystalline

and

randomly disordered material is called a Mott transition.
The Mott transition affects and can hide the localization
effects arising from random disordered system. But there is
no strong photon-photon and phonon-phonon scattering in
optical and acoustical systems and

no similar problem to

that encountered in the electronic Mott transition. In this
thesis, as mentioned before, we are going to study photon
localization. In the case of photon localization the role
of the disordered material is played by a medium with a
sharply and randomly varying dielectric constant, which can
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strongly scatter electromagnetic wave.
Light localization is an effect that arises entirely
from coherent multiple scattering and interference with no
problems arising from photon-photon scattering. As waves
are scattered through the material they interfere with
waves

traveling

along

other

paths.

When

the

average

distance the photon travels between scattering events-the
mean free path

i becomes

comparable to a wavelength

X,

the

interference effects can fundamentally affect the transport
of light. Under the condition (John, 1991) that
2 II, known as the Ioffe-Regel condition,
normal modes can become localized.
energy

is

then

concentrated

traveling waves. Thus

in

X/

£

the extended

The electromagnetic

standing

rather

than

localization of light occurs much in

the same way as that of electron localization.
In this study of light localization we are going to
find the field intensity as a function of space and time of
the propagating electromagnetic wave along an axis in a one
dimensional disordered dielectric system.

The

axis of

propagation in our system will be along the direction of
the disorder (x-axis). To find the field intensity we are
going to solve Maxwell's equations for the propagation of
electromagnetic radiation parallel to the x-axis in the
system subjected to periodic boundary conditions, so that
we can determine the field intensity at any point of space
in the randomly arranged dielectric along the x-axis as a
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function of time.
of

space

Here we confine ourselves to the x-axis

because

localization
dielectric

in

we

one

slabs

are

going

dimension

to

and

study
have

the

light

arranged

the

of specific dielectric constant at

random along the x-axis. The electromagnetic radiation is
propagated by a planar antenna of infinite area which is
.placed parallel

to the y-z

plane

and

in between two

dielectric slabs. While solving Maxwell's equation the
distribution of electromagnetic energy in space and time is
studied

for

the

polarization

in

which

the

non-zero

component of the electric field is parallel to the z-axis,
while the non-zero component of magnetic

induction

is

parallel to the y-axis. Once we have already arranged the
dielectric

slabs

of

specific

dielectric

constant

and

thickness at random along x-axis of space and once we set
the

speed

of

light

(c)

equal

to

unity

the

non-zero

component of electric field and magnetic induction are
discretized in both space and time to facilitate their
numerical integration by computer. In order to evaluate the
non-zero

electric

and magnetic

component

of Maxwell's

equations we break space up into a mesh of points so that
the equations can be solved numerically by computer by the
successive use of Fast Fourier Transformation. Once we have
calculated the non-zero component of the electric field and
magnetic induction one can compute the time-average field
energy per unit length along the x-direction contained in
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segments of small width,

computed over successive time

interval of length using Simpson's rule of step by step
integration (McGurn, Sheng & Maradudin, to be Published)
over time. Thus the Anderson localization of the system is
studied by computing the time-average energy per unite
length.
The order of this thesis is as follows: In Chapter II
we briefly describe the experimental setup and explain how
we

use

the

numerical

integration

method

to

evaluate

electric and magnetic fields within the randomly disordered
dielectric one dimensional medium. In Chapter III we give
a description of the simulation program.

In Chapter IV we

furnish the results, and in Chapter V conclusions drawn
from the results.
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CHAPTER II

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM, THEORY AND
DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL METHODS
Light localization is caused by the interference
between waves scattered by disordered medium, therefore
the medium we study should be randomly disordered.
now look into the setup,

Let us

done with the technique

of

computer simulation, to study a random medium consisting of
dielectric slabs which are randomly' stacked along the Xaxis of space. This setup is shown in Figure 5.

Sheet

Antenna
Dielectric

slabs

X-axis

Electromagnetic

Wave

Figure 5. Schematic Illustration of the System.
In our system we have arranged the dielectric slabs
• of specific constant thickness, d, and dielectric constant
14
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e at random along X-axis. Specifically, the left faces of
the dielectric slabs are located at the position nd where
n is a randomly chosen integer and 50% of space is occupied
by the e dielectric. The dielectric slabs are arranged at
random in order to localize the electromagnetic waves that
are propagating along X-axis. The electromagnetic waves are
created by a sheet antenna, where the sheet antenna is
placed in between two dielectric slabs and designed so that
the current has translation

symmetry in the Y-Z plane.

Once the above system is defined in the computer
memory it is studied by the simulation technique (numerical
integration of Maxwell's equations). The sheet antenna is
made to transmit electromagnetic waves of specific value of
current(I), frequency (fo) , and the field intensity of these
waves is measured in the dielectric slabs with respective
to the distance from the sheet antenna. This is repeated
for different values of current (I), dielectric constant
(e) and frequency (£>) of the antenna.
The

data

collected

for

energy

intensity

in

the

dielectric slab with respect to the distance from the sheet
antenna for different values of current (I) and frequency
(S>) is used to plot graphs of intensity versus distance
along the X-axis. In these plots we specifically plot the
energy intensity divided by time.

This

facilitate the

comparison of the energy in each system at different time
as it develops in time. A schematic figure of what we get
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is shown below in Figure 6.

Ss
jj
•H
00
e
01

c

Periodic

Tt
01
•rl

R a n d pm

Dis tance

Figure 6. Schematic Illustration of the Graph Plotted
for Field Intensity Versus Distance.
From these graphs we are able to find that for the
random arrangement of dielectric slabs the field intensity
decays

exponentially

indicating

that

the

system

is

localized. On the other hand for the periodic arrangement
the field intensity decays exponentially for some distance
and then straightens out to a constant value. The periodic
system thus shows extended, non-localized states.
We now discuss the theory of light propagating in the
system discussed above. To study the Anderson localization
of light in one dimension, we solve the

(McGurn, Sheng &

Maradudin, to be published) numerical Maxwell's equations
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17

for the propagation of electromagnetic radiation parallel
to the x-axis in the system, subjected to periodic boundary
condition at x = 0,L.

In this

study we consider the

electromagnetic radiation produced by an infinitely long
plane antenna which is parallel to the y-z plane and placed
between

two

dielectric

slabs.

The

distribution

of

electromagnetic energy in space and time is studied for the
polarization

in

which

the

non-zero

component

of

the

electric field is parallel to the z-axis, for this case the
Maxwell's equations become
ff.

-4

ejz +

e (x)

at

dB..

dE z

at

dx

d
A

(2 .1 )

dx

(2 .2 )

where Ez(x;t) and By(x;t) are the non-zero component of the
electric field and magnetic induction, while Jz(x;t) is the
current density carried by the antenna.

We set the speed

of the light (c) equal to unity, and e (x) is the random,
position-dependent dielectric constant of the system. Hence
the above Maxwell's equations can be descretized as follows
in

both

space

time

to

facilitate

their

numerical

dB
V) <s>
dx

(2.3)

integration by computer:
2 A t

- (E,),Cs-1)

-4EJ.(S) + (
ei
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where the integer superscript s refers to the sth time step
in a discrete time integration with step size
subscripts i,
=

0 , 1 , . . M-l)

j

are shorthand for the coordinates

of the slabs of length

integration mesh in the length
N, where
0

and

At,

(ax)

L (Here

ax

and the
(iAX)

(i

which form the
= L/M, and

M >

N is the number of dielectric slabs in between

L). To solve the above equations we take

s\,q J0sin(S)AT)

s > 0
s < 0

(2.5)

where to is the frequency of the current.
To calculate the spatial derivatives required for the
solution of the above Maxwell's

equations we

use

the

pseudospectral method. In this method a derivative, such as
df/dx,

is computed at a discrete set of equally spaced

points xn

by the successive use of two Fast

Fourier

Transforms to yield
df (X)
(2 .6 )

dx

X=Xt

where

E

f (x)

f:e

(2.7)

x=xt
Thus by using the Fast Fourier transformation method
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we are able to evaluate the spatial derivative of the
electric and magnet field intensity as a function of space
and time much more accurately and efficiently than finite
difference ( f(Xj) - f(XM ) ) /A X method. This is because
the

Fast

Fourier

transformation

technique

completely

evaluates the Fourier transformation associated with each
wave

number

whereas

the

finite

difference

method

is

incapable of doing this.
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CHAPTER III

DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION PROGRAM
We
Maradudin,

start

the

simulation

to be published)

program (McGurn, Sheng &

by defining the

important

variables like dielectric constant, electric line source,
value of pi,

grid dimension and spacing between them,

number of steps for the time interval (t) and the electric
and magnetic field component to the computer memory. In
this thesis we have defined the variables in terms of AX.
We have taken At = 0.064AX, M = L/AX = 256, N = 32, AXJ0 =
0.1, d = 8AX and S) = 0.96/AX or £> = 1.82/AX. Once the
variables are defined we initialize the system's memory by
commanding the system to generate the electromagnetic wave
vector

of

specific

specifically

frequency

define

the

and

dielectric

intensity
constant

and
of

then
the

dielectric slab, as we are going to simulate the program
for

different

dielectric

constants.

Then

we

define

a

parameter so that we fix the dielectric slabs in a random
array.

As

we

are

going

to

use

numerical

integration

technique to evaluate the field intensity with respective
to time we initialize the computer to use Fast Fourier
Transformation from the IMSL.
Initially the magnetic field within the system is
20
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zero. There after initializing the computer we ask the
computer to calculate the field intensity by specifying
number of steps and the time interval dt for which the time
integration to be preformed. We then ask the computer to
find the derivative of the magnetic field by preforming
Fourier transformations in the equation 2.1 and 2.2. After
finding the derivative for the magnetic field we then
define the current density in the antenna and get the
equation 2.3 which yields electric field Ej+1. Then we ask
the computer to find the derivative of the this electric
field by preforming Fourier transformation. The derivative
of

the electric

actually

gives

field
us

the

is used
magnetic

in equation
field

2.4

which

B,+2 * This

is

continued until we completely evaluate the field intensity
as function of time.
From

the

results

we

can

calculate

the

energy

distribution in space with respective to time. From this we
calculate the localization length for a specific dielectric
constant.

This

is

repeated

for

different

dielectric

constants of the randomly disordered dielectric slabs. Once
we have done that we plot a graph for localization length
as a function of dielectric constant. The schematic diagram
of the graph is shown in Figure 7.
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Dielectric

Figure 7

constant

Schematic Illustration of the Graph
Plotted for Localization Length Versus
Dielectric Constant.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS
After running the simulation program for specific
dielectric

constants

and

specific wave

length

of the

electromagnetic wave generated by the infinitely long plane
antenna and getting the data stored in a specific location
of the directory, we start analyzing the results by drawing
a graph for logarithmic field intensity versus logarithmic
distance for all thefive cycles

that we get as the data

output. We take data

out put for five different times and

one cycle is drawn

for each of the five cycle we get.

Looking at the graph

onecan find that the field intensity

decreases as a function of distance from the antenna.
Keeping the frequency of the electromagnetic wave
generated by the infinitely long antenna constantly at £> =
0.96/AX,

we start to analyze the field intensity with

respective to distance for different dielectric constant
values of 3.0, 3.8, 4.0, 5.0, and 9.0 of the randomly
disordered dielectric medium. For the dielectric constant
of value 3.0 one can find incoherence in all the five
cycles

of

the

graph

but

the

field

intensity

remains

constant over 0 < logarithmic distance

1.4 in Figure 8 to

Figure

the

12,

thereby

indicating

that

photons

are

23
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FIELD INTENSITY VS DISTANCE
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Figure 8.

Logarithmic Plot of Field Intensity Versus
Distance for Frequency 0.96/a X With
Dielectric Constant Value of 3.0 for
Cycle-1.
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FIELD INTENSITY VS DISTANCE
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Figure 9.

Logarithmic Plot of Field Intensity Versus
Distance for Frequency 0.96/a X With
Dielectric Constant Value of 3.0 for
Cycle-2.
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FIELD INTENSITY VS DISTANCE
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Figure 10.

Logarithmic Plot of Field Intensity Versus
Distance for Frequency 0.96/a X With
Dielectric Constant Value of 3.0 for
Cycle-3.
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FIELD INTENSITY VS DISTANCE
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Figure 11.

Logarithmic Plot of Field Intensity Versus
Distance for Frequency 0.96/a X With
Dielectric Constant Value of 3.0 for
Cycle-4.
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FIELD INTENSflY VS DISTANCE
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Figure 12.

Logarithmic Plot of Field Intensity Versus
Distance for Frequency 0.96/a X With
Dielectric Constant Value of 3.0 for
Cycle-5.
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remaining extended and not localized in this

randomly

disordered dielectric medium. This can also be seen by
drawing another graph for the average of the square of the
standard deviation of the distance (second moment of the
field intensity with respect to distance from the antenna)
versus time. This is shown in the graph Figure 13. In this
graph one can see that the average of the square of the
standard deviation of the distance increases up to some
point

(linear straight line)

and then remains constant

(limited by the boundary of the simulation). This indicates
the extended state of photons. The logarithmic graph drawn
for the field intensity versus distance for the dielectric
constant value of 3.8, on the other hand, shows coherency
on

all

the

five

cycles

as

well

as

having

a

smooth

decreasing plot. This decrease indicates localization of
photons on this randomly disordered dielectric
shown

in

Figure

14

to

Figure

18.

The

medium,

phenomenon

of

localization for this same value of dielectric constant can
also be inferred from the average of the square of standard
deviation of the distance versus time plot as shown on the
Figure 19. In this plot the average of the square of the
standard deviation of the distance increases to some time
and

then

tends

to decrease.

This

indicates

that

the

photonic wave function is getting squashed into a finite
region of space in dielectric medium hence localized. The
above graphical analysis is conducted for data obtained by
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WAVE LOCALIZATION
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Figure 13.

Average of the Square of the Standard
Deviation of the Distance Versus Time
Plot for Frequency of 0.96/aXand
Dielectric Constant Value of 3.0.
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FIELD INTENSITY VS DISTANCE
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Figure 14.

Logarithmic Plot of Field Intensity Versus
Distance for Frequency 0.96/ a X With
Dielectric Constant Value of 3.8 for
Cycle-1.
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FIELD INTENSITY VS DISTANCE
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Figure 15.

Logarithmic Plot of Field Intensity Versus
Distance for Frequency 0.96/ a X With
Dielectric Constant Value of 3.8 for
Cycle-2.
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FIELD INTENSITY VS DISTANCE
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Figure 16.

Logarithmic Plot of Field Intensity Versus
Distance for Frequency 0.96/a X With
Dielectric Constant Value of 3.8 for
Cycle-3.
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FIELD INTENSITY VS DISTANCE
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Figure 17.

Logarithmic Plot of Field Intensity Versus
Distance for Frequency 0.96/a X With
Dielectric Constant Value of 3.8 for
Cycle-4.
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FIELD INTENSI1Y VS DISTANCE
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Figure 18.

Logarithmic Plot of Field Intensity Versus
Distance for Frequency 0.96/ a X With
Dielectric Constant Value of 3.8 for
Cycle-5.
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WAVE LOCALIZATION
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Figure 19.

Average of the Square of the Standard
Deviation of the Distance Versus Time
Plot for Frequency of 0.96/ax and
Dielectric Constant Value of 3.8.
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running

the

simulation

program

for

higher

values

of

dielectric constant like 4.0, 5.0 and 9.0. As these graphs
occupy too much space in this thesis we furnish only

the

graph plotted for average

of the

deviation of the distance

versus time. The plot for

average of the square of

the standard deviation of the

distance

shown in

versus

time

is

square of the standard

Figure

20

the

for

the

dielectric constant value of 4.0 whereas Figure 21is

for

dielectric constant value of 5.0 while Figure 22 is the
graph plotted for dielectric constant value of 9.0. From
these graphs we can find that the average of the square of
the standard deviation of distance increases up to some
point and then tends to decrease. This indicates that the
photonic wave function is being localized within the finite
region of the space of the randomly disordered dielectric
medium.
The above same simulation program is executed for the
electromagnetic wave of frequency value of S> = 1.82/AX and
dielectric constant values of 1.25, 3.0,

3.8, 4.0, 5.0 and

9.0 for the randomly disordered medium. The same graphical
analysis as above is done in the same way as we did it for
the

electromagnetic

for

S) =

1.82/AX.

Again

in

this

graphical analysis for the electromagnetic waves for £) =
1.82/Ax we furnish only the graph plotted for the average
of the square of the standard deviation of distance versus
time.

The

graph

Figure

23

is

plotted

for

dielectric
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WAVE LOCALIZATION
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Figure 20.

Average of the Square of the Standard
Deviation of the Distance Versus Time
Plot for Frequency of 0.96/ax and
Dielectric Constant Value of 4.0.
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WAVE LOCALIZATION
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Figure 21.

Average of the Square of the Standard
Deviation of the Distance Versus Time
Plot for Frequency of 0.96/ax and
Dielectric Constant Value of 5.0.
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WAVE LOCALIZATION
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Figure 22.

Average of the Square of the Standard
Deviation of the Distance Versus Time
Plot for Frequency of 0.96/ax and
Dielectric Constant Value of 9.0.
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WAVE LOCALIZATION
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Figure 23.

Average of the Square of the Standard
Deviation of the Distance Versus Time
Plot for Frequency of 1 . 8 2 / a x and
Dielectric Constant Value of 1.25.
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constant value

of1.25,Figure 24 is plotted for dielectric

constant value

of3.0, Figure 25 is plotted for dielectric

constant value

of3.8, Figure 26 is plotted for dielectric

constant value

of4.0, Figure 27 is plotted for dielectric

constant

of

value

5.0

and

Figure

28

is

plotted

for

dielectric constant value of 9.0. From all the above graphs
we can find that the average of the square of the standard
deviation of distance value increases and then tends to
decrease with respect in time where by clearly indicating
that the transportation of photons are effectively halted
in a certain region of space of the randomly disordered
dielectric medium.
Another graphical analysis is done by plotting a
graph for square root of the average of the square of the
standard deviation of distance, i.e., localization length
versus dielectric constant. For the

S>

= 0.96/AX

for the

electromagnetic wave generated by the infinitely long plane
antenna, the localization length decreases exponentially up
to dielectric constant of value of 5.0 and then remains
constant which is shown in Figure 29. Also this is seen
for

8) =

1.82/AX

for

the

electromagnetic

wave.

The

localization length decreases up to dielectric constant
value of 5.0 and then remains constant as shown in Figure
30. In total from this graphical analysis we can infer
that, for fixed dielectric constant, as the frequency of
the electromagnetic wave is increased the localization
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WAVE LOCALIZATION
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Figure 24,

Average of the Square of the Standard
Deviation of the Distance Versus Time
Plot for Frequency of 1 . 8 2 / a x and
Dielectric Constant Value of 3.0.
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WAVE LOCALIZATION
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Figure 25.

Average of the Square of the Standard
Deviation of the Distance Versus Time
Plot for Frequency of 1 . 8 2 / a x and
Dielectric Constant Value of 3.8.
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Figure 26.

Average of the Square of the Standard
Deviation of the Distance Versus Time
Plot for Frequency of 1 . 8 2 / a x and
Dielectric Constant Value of 4.0.
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WAVE LOCALIZATION
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Figure 27.

nrn.ES

Average of the Square of the Standard
Deviation of the Distance Versus Time
Plot for Frequency of 1 . 8 2 / a x and
Dielectric Constant Value of 5.0.
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Figure 28.

Average of the Square of the Standard
Deviation of the Distance Versus Time
Plot for Frequency of 1.82/AXand
Dielectric Constant Value of 9.0.
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Figure 29.

Localization Length Versus Dielectric
Constant Plot for Frequency 0.96/a X.
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Figure 30.

Localization Length Versus Dielectric
Constant Plot for Frequency 1.82/a X.
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length decreases for dielectric constant below 5.0, but
remains almost constant for dielectric constant above 5.0.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION
In this thesis we were successful in demonstrating
the

photonic

localization

in one dimensional

randomly

disordered medium using computer simulation technique. The
photonic localization takes place if the photonic wave
function gets scattered by a randomly disordered dielectric
medium with mean free path equal to that of the wave length
itself,

in this

condition

the

extended

photonic

wave

function gets trapped in a finite region of space within
the

dielectric

medium

and

get

localized.

The

very

interesting point in this photonic localization is that the
extended

and

localized

wave

functions

can

be

clearly

identified as there is no Mott transition and no strong
photon-photon interaction like the one in the electronic
system, so what we observe is a pure localization with out
any

influence

of

Mott

transition

or

strong

mutual

interaction between photons. By the above observation one
can even extend to say that the photonic localization
provides a proof for wave localization in a sufficiently
randomly disordered medium.
The

phenomenon

further understood

of

if we

photonic
analyze

localization

can

a graph plotted

be
for

51
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localization length versus dielectric constant, from the
graph one can clearly see the influence of dielectric
constant

on

localization

phenomenon.

For

a

randomly

disordered dielectric medium of lower dielectric constant
the localization length are small, but as the dielectric
constant of the medium increases the localization length
increases and remains almost constant with some bounces
which are caused because of resonance created due by the
randomness in the dielectric medium. Thus to conclude the
photonic wave functions are localized in one dimensional
randomly disordered dielectric medium.
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